Travel anywhere in luxury with the Sandpiper Select. We pride ourselves on staying on the forefront of design and manufacturing. From the inside to the outside you will experience innovations like the fold out chaise lounge seen below in the bunk room or the exterior kitchen which is perfect for tailgating or camping. Coupled with these amenities you will also enjoy the look and style of the Select with rich decors and hand crafted woodwork. Nothing is left to chance when camping with Sandpiper Select.
Sandpiper’s innovative exterior kitchen adds another dimension to your luxury camping experience. The weather is never an issue with water resistant cabinets and if night time cooking is on the itinerary then the L.E.D. light have got you covered. The adjustable swing arm grill gives you more storage inside the kitchen for your necessities. And now the Sandpiper Select offers an entertainment option instead of the exterior kitchen to enjoy all of your favorite music and games outside with a fully equipped LCD/HD TV and a sound system guaranteed to liven up any party. (30Z and 32QBBS only)
**STANDARDS & OPTIONS**

**EXTerior FEATURES**
- New aerodynamic fiberglass front cap with improved turning radius
- Enclosed and heated dump valves
- Large tinted windows with 80/20 UV protector
- Al-Ko axles with self-adjusting brakes
- Hickory Springs® radius steps with 9” riser (no pinched fingers)
- Dometic® “One-Touch” electric awning with adjustable arms
- Power front jacks with spring loaded snap pins (fifth wheels)
- 15” radial tires
- Automotive-style fender skirts
- Hitch light - 1” dual LED lights
- Dual LED lights (3rd)
- Porch light with interior switch
- Lighted threshold at entry door
- Patio recreation light with interior switch
- 30 lb. double LP tanks with auto change over
- Black tank flush
- 2 exterior speakers
- Rain gutters with extra long drip spouts (black streaking)
- Insulated heavy duty lockable baggage doors
- Exterior foldable grab handle
- Unobstructed pass-through storage area with cable jacks and 110V outlet (5th’s)
- 2 spray ports with 25’ hose (one on each side)
- Outside kitchen with swing arm grill standard on 30Z, 32QBBS

**INTERIOR FEATURES**
- 84” interior height with 6’4” slide heights (5th’s)
- Four color coordinated interiors
- Full extension ball bearing drawer glides
- Serta Dreamscape mattress
- Stone cast under mounted kitchen sink
- Handmade cabinetry with screwed lumber core stile construction and brass hardware
- Designer slideout fascia
- Self edged residential countertops
- Extra large picture windows throughout
- Vented side windows in slideouts
- Digital TV antenna with booster
- 32” flatscreen TV (26” 30Z)
- Surround sound TV hook-up
- Solid oak drawer fronts with pine sides
- Raised panel cabinet doors
- Bedroom slideout fascia
- Neo-angle shower with glass door (where available)
- Designer window treatment accentuated per decor
- Overhead cabinet in slideout
- Residential black panel refer door insert
- Ceiling fan (fifth wheels)
- Upgraded decorative lighting throughout (recessed halogens 5th’s)
- 28 oz. carpeting
- Center mounted A/C unit for even cooling
- Quilted bedspread
- Shower surround with etched tile patterns
- Wood plank Beauflor linoleum

**APPLIANCES/SYSTEMS**
- Ducted Dometic® 15K A/C with quick cool
- SELECT command center for switches
- Floor ducted 35,000 BTU furnace
- Three burner High output range with 22” oven
- Double door refrigerator
- Interior monitor panel for holding tanks
- Interior thermostat for heating and cooling
- Flush floor slideouts (per floorplan)
- Satellite and cable hookup with RG-6 cable for high quality picture
- Porcelain foot flush toilets
- Water heater with quick recovery

**CONSTRUCTION**
- Welded aluminum-framed, vacuum bonded laminated superstructure
- 3/8” roof decking (full walk-on roof)
- Cambred powder coated frame with rust inhibitor
- Fully enclosed heated underbelly
- 5” I-beam roof rafters
- R-10 sidewall construction

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Free-standing dinette with 4 chairs
- Roof ladder
- 50 Amp service
- Spare tire kit
- Tile pattern Beauflor linoleum

**FOR YOUR SAFETY**
- Smoke alarm
- Fire extinguisher
- Breakaway switch (battery hook-up required)
- Dead-bolt lock on entry door
- Liquid propane (LP) gas detector
- Fire escape windows

**SANDPIPER SELECT SIGNATURE PACKAGE**
- Gel coated fiberglass exterior
- Serta “Dreamscape” mattress
- Docking station (5th’s)
- Full walk-on roof
- Stabilizer jacks
- Safety glass windows with 80% tint
- Al-Ko axles with self adjusting brakes
- Home theater surround sound system
- Aluminum cage superstructure
- Italian maple cabinetry
- Designer window shades
- 32” LCD/HD Flatscreen TV (26” 30Z)
- AM/FM, CD, DVD player
- 15K Air conditioner
- Hi-rise faucet
- Undermount sink
- Fantastic fan in bath
- Porcelain toilet
- “One-Touch” Dometic awning

**DECORS**
- KAHLUA INTERIOR
- MARTINI INTERIOR
- SHALESTONE INTERIOR
- SUNSET INTERIOR
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Serta™ Dreamscape mattress is a Forest River exclusive feature.

Porcelain foot flush toilet, easy to use, easy to clean.

High rise faucet and undermount sink makes clean up a snap.

Heated and enclosed underbelly protects your coach and improved airflow allows for a sturdier ride.

Wide stance power front jacks with quick release snap pins.

Contemporary aluminum rims with E-rated radial tires.

AL-KO auto adjusting brake. For safer and more controlled deceleration and stops.

The Sandpiper has a Welded Aluminum Superstructure that is regarded as the Industry’s finest, pictured left is the heavier gauge aluminum tubing used by Sandpiper vs. The competitors lighter gauge aluminum.
Forest River, Inc. encourages our customers to purchase their Forest River products from a local dealership whenever possible for the following reasons:

1. Forest River, Inc. dealers are independently owned and operated businesses so priority service and scheduling is at their discretion and is often provided to customers that purchased their unit at that dealership.
2. Purchasing locally allows customers to establish meaningful relationships with a dealer, enhancing the RV experience through assistance with product questions, user tips or RV regulations for your state or country, and much more.
3. Canadian customers must meet requirements to bring an RV purchased out of the country to their home. These requirements may involve additional inspections and certifications, taxes and fees. Your local Canadian Dealer is a professional at meeting these requirements.
4. Scheduling timely warranty repairs and adjustments through a local dealership provides far greater flexibility and convenience to you, the customer!

It is the goal of Forest River, Inc. that all of our RV owners fully enjoy the RV experience and that customer satisfaction meets or exceeds their expectations!

Pre-Delivery Inspection Facility
20,000 square feet of quality assurance. The bare essentials for a premium product. This state-of-the-art facility gives immediate daily feedback to production for quality assurance in every unit built.

Peace of mind.
Forest River has yet another exclusive feature to offer: One year of free roadside assistance will be given to every New Sandpiper customer. This is just one more way to say “Thank you” and to ensure an enjoyable traveling experience.